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The yellow book alien pdf

Edit Comments Share Yellow Book, nicknamed the Eben Bible, is a mythological holographic device that reconstructs the past. Some claim to have seen the last days of Jesus Christ from this device. A yellow book can be synonymous with another mythological device – a chronovist. Description[edit | edit source]
according to Serpo.org publications The Yellow Book is standard paper format 8 x 11, but it is 2-1/2 thick. It is made of a transparent material block that resembles fiberglass. The edge of the device is bright yellow. When the viewer looks at the transparent surface of the device, pictures and language symbols appear. It's
an endless series of historical knowledge and media depicting the universe. It contains a historical narrative with various accounts of Earth's history and distant past. [1] Mythology[edit | edit source] In Ufology, the Yellow Book is considered an alien device. Serpo.org, the Yellow Book gives the Ebens a perspective on the
history of the universe in relation to their own interactions and participation in Earth's evolution/evolution. In urban legend, the EBE introduced it to U.S. officials at the Holloman AFB in April 1964. To use a yellow book, you must be named Briefing Control in Access Roster. [1] When the viewer places his or her eyes close
to the screen, the words and images begin to flash until it determines the language the viewer thinks; then this particular language will appear. 80 different languages are known to occur. The Yellow Book can also reconstruct past events, such as looking at the life of Jesus Christ. Serpo.org that the EBE had founded
Christianity and that Jesus Christ was the first alien ambassador on earth. References[edit | edit source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 Yellow Book and Universe Explained, June 16, 2008 Resources[edit | edit source] UFO-Alien Database, Yellow Book Alien Research Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise
stated. Edit Comments Share Yellow Book, nicknamed the Eben Bible, gives the Ebens a perspective on the history of the universe in relation to their own interactions and participation in earth's evolution/evolution. The EBE presented it to US officials at the Holloma AFB in April 1964. To use a yellow book, you must be
named Briefing Control in Access Roster. [1] Appearance[edit | edit source] The yellow book is 8 x 11 in the shape of a regular sheet of paper, but it is 2-1/2 thick. It is made of a transparent material block that resembles fiberglass. The edge of the device is bright yellow. When the viewer looks at the transparent surface
of the device, pictures and language symbols appear. Functionality[edit | edit source] It is an endless series of historical data and media Universe. It contains a historical narrative with various accounts of Earth's history and distant past. When the viewer places their eyes close to the screen, the words and images begin
to flash until it determines the language the viewer thinks; then this particular language will appear. 80 different languages are known to occur. [1] The Yellow Book is also said to reconstruct past events, such as the last days of Jesus Christ. Eben claims to establish Christianity and pretends that Christ was the first alien
ambassador on earth. [1] References[edit | edit source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 Yellow Book and Universe explained, 16.6.2008 Resources[edit | edit source] Alien Research Wiki, Yellow Book Ancient aliens Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
yellow book, is a history of the extraterrestrial history of our universe written by the aliens themselves, and describes their interactions and participation in secular development/development. It was brought to Earth and presented to the U.S. government at the famous Holloman Air Force Base in April 1964 with a female
extraterrestric (EBE 2), which she also translates. Yes, it's not a book. It is a material block about 2.5 inches thick, which is actually a transparent exterior. The reader looks at the transparent surface and suddenly the words and pictures appear. It is an endless series of historical stories and photographs of our universe,
the planet from which these aliens will call EBEN, their native homeland, and other interesting stories about the universe. It also contains historical accounts and various reports on the earth's history and its distant past. They say reading it takes all human life and another life to understand it. The yellow book is × 8.11-
inch and about 2.5-inch thick object built of clean, heavy material such as optical fibers. The curve of the book is pale yellow – hence the Yellow Book. When you place the book close to your eyes, you start to see great words and pictures in front of you. It depends on a certain speech that you think about, then you see
that language. So far, the U.S. government has identified 80 types of speech. The Yellow Book tells the story of EBEN's life, the exploration of space on their planet, social life and other aspects, including long-term relationships with Earth. Describes their first visit to Earth about 2,000 years ago. It describes Earth as it
was at the time. It shows a certain being (EBEN) shaped like man (Jesus Christ). According to the Yellow Book, he built this earthly land on religion (Christianity) and became the first alien ambassador on earth. The yellow book continues and and the person who: it says: ... I spent 12 hours a day for three days
continuously and went to page 564 (pages called events) and still haven't finished. I don't think anyone knows exactly how long it is or that someone has come to the end. There's no end to the Yellow Book. I understand that the record is about 22 consecutive hours, this is the conclusion reached by the president's
scientific advisor during the XXXXXX administration. There is also no way to stop reading on a particular page, postpone the book and then read it again in the same place. When you postpone the Yellow Book and return to it later, the book starts all over again. Although the book may somehow know the language of the
person reading it, it does not recognize the uniqueness of the person. In other words, the problem with this book is that you have to start over when you leave it for a while. You get to page 564 like me, you postpone it, and then your book just returns you to the beginning of the first word and you have to read the whole
12 hours in a row before you get any new information. As has been said, the Yellow Book dates back to 2000 BC. The whistleblower says in this context: But I didn't look around the whole yellow book, and I don't think anyone's done it. Maybe he has some examples/pictures/history that go back over 2,000 years BC. The
Yellow Book is a reference to your universe. As for space, according to EBEN, it was created after a second, just like our big bang theory, and spread over a billion years. EBEN doesn't refer to years like ours. It talks about time, but in the terms of the event clock, so to help us understand it better, EBEN has described
our years in detail as benchmarks. They say your universe is expanding to 25 billion years. Then he pulls himself into his original form. As the universe shrinks, it expands again by repeating the whole process. EBEN says it is the lifespan of the universe (infusion theory). Follow and like us: Top reviews The latest top
reviews For years, rumours have circulated about the YELLOW BOOK and its vast source of unlimited knowledge of our planet's history, alien history on their planet, their interactions with us humans and so much more! You may remember Jefferson Souza revealing its existence in the Blue Planet project book. There
would be so much information about finding this yellow book that there would be no more secrets. The problem is that this YELLOW BOOK is not a book, it is more like a foreign iPad with unrestricted access to the final source of information and power source that gives it unlimited power! Eben Aliens introduced this
YELLOW BOOK device to the U.S. government and they certainly. Are you going to share this information with us? And they're probably not too happy that I'm going to reveal all this information to you when they realize that I may have been very close to the truth, but someone has to do it, and I'm already on their
anyway! Click here for a YELLOW BOOKO Amazon You will soon discover all the secrets of the Yellow Book, as well as the RED BOOK, which is a very large book maintained by the US government and used to store information and revelations about what aliens have revealed about Earth's history, planet and universe!
This information about the aliens comes from what they have learned from the YELLOW BOOK and other intelligence, and some of this highly classified information is used for presidential briefings. Find out how our government has learned to use these secrets in the YELLOW BOOK! You'll be amazed when you read
what Bob Lazar reveals about what he got from the UNrestricted source of information in the YELLOW BOOK and how he claims it works, it's really an eye-opener! While I'm not claiming to have found everything to know about the Yellow Book, it may be impossible, but you'll be amazed at what I have to reveal to you
about this alien enadstor and everything else related to it! You'll find out where the Ebens claim to be from, our creations and why, the source of our religion, what they've recorded about Jesus and so much more that your head is likely to explode! I want to get your hands on this new book right away, and remember, I
guarantee you'll love this book! Gil CarlsonBlue Planet Project Press Prices fell today in this amazing book! Reduced from $19.95 to $24.95!eBook reduced from $7.95 to $9.95! $19.95 - Plus $29.95Priority International Shipping $19.95 - Free shipping to the United States. Residents will get this powerful, revealing book
today and save before it rises to normal prices. You get a giant comb-bound government report-style manuscript with 148 large 8.5 x 11 size pages! In addition, my personal guarantee that you must be completely satisfied with this book! Book!
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